No more than four parking spaces for people with disabilities would be implemented at East and West Sea Level Drive.
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The document contains a diagram of a public access improvement project related to East Sea Level Drive in Malibu, California. The diagram highlights various aspects of the planned improvements, including accessible parking details and existing pathways.

Key highlights include:
- **Accessible Parking Detail**: No more than four parking spaces for people with disabilities would be implemented at East and West Sea Level Drive.
- **Datum**: Elevations on this drawing are based on NGVD29 vertical elevation.
- **Note**: Parking spaces 8 proposed by Malibu-Encinal Homeowners Association (MEHOA).

The diagram also features a list of references and contacts for various organizations involved in the project, along with notes and symbols indicating the project's progress and the corresponding dates.

Additional information includes project references and a legend explaining the symbols used in the diagram.
1. **TOW INFORMATION SIGN**

   **NOTES:**
   - Use of parking space requires advanced reservation. Confirmation of reservation is required to prevent issuance of a parking ticket. Contact XXXXX.

2. **VAN ACCESSIBLE SIGN**

   **NOTES:**
   - Use of parking space requires advanced reservation. Confirmation of reservation is required to prevent issuance of a parking ticket. Contact XXXXX.

3. **ISA SYMBOL**

   **NOTES:**
   - Use of parking space requires advanced reservation. Confirmation of reservation is required to prevent issuance of a parking ticket. Contact XXXXX.

4. **ACCESSIBLE SIGN**

   **NOTES:**
   - Use of parking space requires advanced reservation. Confirmation of reservation is required to prevent issuance of a parking ticket. Contact XXXXX.